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 Kim Robertello, one of our new Ph.Ds, was awarded a Clinical Assistant 

Professorship at Washington State University in the Program of Kinesiology, in 

the Department of Educational Leadership and Counseling Psychology.  She will 

be working with students in athletic training, movement studies, and health and 

fitness. 

 David Brunner, one of our doc students at the Center, was a hero this week.  Four 

teenagers attempted to steal the keys to the Center, and David ran them down, and 

retrieved the stolen article.  Pretty good fitness level, when the four teenagers had 

a 3-4 minute head start! 

 Texas Women's University contacted the Center this week about data on moral 

reasoning in athlete populations especially among DI, DII, and DIII. 

 Dr. Stoll was emailed this week by a former CORE Discovery student, who left 

Idaho to enroll at the Naval Academy. Ojevwe Avworo was a basketball player 

here at Idaho and transferred.  He said in his email, "I just finished my plebe 

year at the naval academy and I would like to say that you influenced my 

decision to attend this institution."   

 It appears the book proposal "Facilitating moral growth of college 

students:  Theory, assessment, and practice" submitted to Routledge   - 

Taylor  and Francis Group is in its final review.  Dr. Stoll and Dr. Beller 

are two submitting authors of this text to be edited by Debora Liddell of 

the University of Iowa and Diane Cooper of the University of Georgia. 
 Pete VanMullem submitted his materials for Advancement to Doctoral 

Candidacy. Congrats Pete on the next step to the Ph.D.  Pete's research is about 

intervention education for NAIA coaches. 

 David Brunner worked a Vandal football camp this week for 7-10 year olds. 
 Coming events: 

o Training with WWC is scheduled for June 23 in Athens, GA, presently we have 

approximately 15 new schools scheduled, plus approximately 30 returning schools.. 
o Dr. Stoll will be visiting Georgia Military College for a workshop on June 24 in 

Milledgeville, GA. Georgia Military has been a member of the WWC family for 

approximately five years. Georgia Military College is a public-independent educational 

institution, comprised of a junior college and a separate preparatory school (grades 6-12), 

whose mission and purpose is to produce educated citizens by providing junior college 

 



students with a liberal arts based two-year undergraduate curriculum, by providing 

selected college students with ROTC training, and by providing preparatory school 

students an inclusive college preparatory curriculum that includes a military training 

component--all in an environment conducive to the holistic development of the intellect 

and character of its students. 

o Dr. Stoll will be traveling with Dr. Beller to Montana State to do workshop with football 

team, July 23 and 24. 

o David Brunner will be doing an intervention with 100 football players from Southridge 

High School in Kennewick, WA., June 17 and 18
th

.  The school we be attending the 

University of Idaho Football Camp.  The head coach is Andy Troxel. 

o Dr. Stoll will be traveling to Oklahoma City on Friday, August 1, with Winning With 

Character to do a workshop with a high school football team. 


